Documentation meeting 3/10/2020

Attendees:
1. Daniel Kayiwa
2. Jennifer Antilla
3. Sharif Magembe
4. Herbert Yiga
5. Juliet Wamalwa
6. Grace Nakiguli

Goals:
1. Updating wiki with two resources to gather all OpenMRS related sufficient information
2. Getting updates from Zach Elmer about documentation team
3. Updating wiki page with new REST API documentation without duplicating the old information
4. IA for documentation spaces and resources
5. @Ayesh to update us about the ongoing board of developing REST API documentation and its progress

Todos:
Jennifer Antilla to update the weekly meeting wiki page which she had already finished Weekly Meetings thanks Jennifer Antilla

Herbert Yiga to call for individuals to volunteer in updating of wiki resources where there is needful especially about documentation. And volunteering in documentation of REST API documentation

regards Sharif Magembe